Assembly instructions for
Eurotramp trampolines

Series:
Ultimate, Grand Master Exclusiv,
Grand Master, Master
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2. Assembly instructions for coverall frame pads
4. Stowage 50 mm frame padding
5. Attaching the safety platforms on the Ultimate frame
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1. Assembly instructions for Eurotramp trampolines
Only qualified and experienced personnel should
fold and unfold this equipment.Before unfolding and
folding the trampoline study the instructions and
illustrations provided carefully. Before use always
inspect the trampoline for loose fittings or damage.
Replace any worn, defective or missing part.
The trampoline should only be used under the
supervision of a qualified instructor and with the
necessary safety precautions in place. Any use
without proper supervision could be dangerous and
should not be undertaken or permitted.

Figure 1

The space where the trampoline is to be erected should be free from any obstructions around or above the
trampoline. A minimum height of 5 m for recreational trampolining and 8 m for competitive trampolining is
recommended (this may change to 10 m).
The trampoline must be sited away from any projectiles such as balls, shuttlecocks, etc. and in such a position that light from windows or lights does not dazzle the performer or spotters.
When moving the trampoline on its wheels pull or push the trampoline using the frame only and not the roller stands (Fig. 1) as this can cause the roller stands to come away from the frame. The wheels must move
freely and nothing should impede their free movement.

Unfolding and folding the trampoline should be
undertaken by two trained persons as it is a very
heavy piece of equipment.
If your trampoline is fitted with conventional lifting
roller stands and has been stored in the low position raise the trampoline by rotating the lifting roller
stand arm 180 degrees. This is achieved by holding
the T bar, pulling out the red knob and rotating the
upper bar to vertical and re-locating the red knob
assembly (Fig. 2 –3).
Figure 2
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Figure 3
If the trampoline is equipped with the new lifting
roller stands “Safe & Comfort” you can easily pump
it up to the height you need it to be. If you later
want to lower the trampoline again just push the
foot pedal heavily and the trampoline will go down
to the height you need it to be. If the trampoline has
standard roller stands it will already be in the correct
position for unfolding.
Unfold the legs and rotate the trampoline until the
bed is horizontal and the leg sections are on the
floor. Ensure the chains are not slack (Grandmaster
and Master models). For the Exclusiv models attach
the chain ensuring the chain is not twisted (exception: , pull the chain out straight and ensure all the
links are aligned before clipping it into place, as this
will cause the bottle screw to unwind causing the
legs to splay out (Fig. 4 – 9).

Figure 5
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Figure 4

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Plastic coated steel cables for the Ultimate

Lower the trampoline. Rotate the lifting roller stand
arm 180 degrees by holding the T bar, pulling out
the red knob and rotating the upper bar to vertical
fig and re locating the red knob assembly
(Fig. 10 and 11).

Figure 10
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If your trampoline is equipped with the new lifting
roller stands “Safe & Comfort”, you can easily lower
it by pushing the foot pedal heavily.

Figure 11
Should the trampoline have standard roller stands,
take the weight of the trampoline at one end ensure
that you lift with a flat back lifting with the legs and
remove the roller stand.
Remove the (lifting) roller stands to a safe place
away from the trampoline area so as not to cause
an obstruction preferably in a store cupboard and
laid down, not stood against a wall.
Unfold one end of the trampoline at a time. Lift the
end to vertical, step round and lower it slowly. Do
not allow it to build up momentum (Fig. 12 – 14).

Figure 13
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Figure 12

Figure 14

Ensure that the leg braces are put into place. On a
Premium trampoline the larger braces are inserted
first followed by the smaller ones (Fig. 15).
Exception Ultimate: set the pan on the ball. It can be
clicked into place with pressure (Easy-Lock-System).

Figure 15

Easy-Lock-System for the Ultimate

The second end of the trampoline to be unfolded is
under tension. Lift to vertical, whilst keeping hold
of it step around and slowly pull down against the
tension until the end is level, excess force pressing
down when the end is level can cause damage to
the hinge section. Insert leg braces as previously
(Fig. 16 and 17).

Figure 16

Figure 17
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To prevent damage to the frame pads, Eurotramp
provides a removal pad section over the hinges,
this must now be folded into place (only version
32mm foldable, Fig. 18). Check the coverall pads are
in good order and secured in place and that there
are no rips and tears, all pads should be supported
across the corners of the frame.

Figure 18
Ensure all the springs are in good condition and that
the hooks are pointing downwards both on the bed
and on the frame.
Check that the stitching on the bed is intact, the
fabric is not frayed or broken and the anchor bars
are all in place and not damaged.
The outer frame should be straight and no bowing,
this can be caused by dropping the ends of the
trampoline. Periodically check and tighten all Allen
screws use the Allen key supplied with your trampoline. Eurotramp trampolines are fitted with a
grease nipple which allows the user to put a small
amount of grease on the hinge every 6 months or
so thus lengthening the amount of time between
servicing.

Figure 19

Suitable end safety platforms should now be
attached and appropriate safety matting placed on
top and secured. When folding away the trampoline
remember that when removing the leg braces from
the first end of the trampoline it is under tension,
therefore as the end is lifted hold tightly until this
is vertical. Step around and lower the end ensuring
the elbows are kept clear of the frame and no other
person is likely to be crushed by the end coming
over (Fig. 19 and 20).

Figure 20
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The second end has no tension. After removing the
leg braces the end has to be lifted to vertical. Step
around and lower down without getting the elbows
trapped (Fig. 21).

Figure 21
Insert the lifting roller stands ensuring that the
safety-retaining bar is in place. Pull out the red knob
and rotate the T bar through 180 degrees, relocate
the red knob (the same as for raising the trampoline
from its lowered position above) (Fig. 22).
If the trampoline is equipped with the new lifting
roller stands “Safe & Comfort” you just have to
pump the roller stands to the height you need in
order to fix them at the trampoline frame.

Figure 22

Repeat on the other side. The trampoline is now
ready to be rotated to the completely folded position. If the trampoline has standard roller stands
insert the roller stand at angle. Hold the end of the
trampoline where no metal can be felt and lift the
trampoline correctly keeping the back flat and lifting
with the legs. This should be done slowly so that
the roller stands do not swing through past the vertical position but take the weight of the trampoline
on the wheels. The trampoline should be folded by
pushing it away from the body, never pull it towards
you (Fig 23 – 24).

Figure 23
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Figure 24
The trampoline can now be rotated to the vertical
position; the lower legs should be lifted up against
the trampoline with the upper leg folded in on top to
prevent the lower leg from falling out (Fig 25).
Lifting roller stands allow the trampoline to be lowered when folded for it pass through a normal 2m door.

Figure 25
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2. Attaching the plastic coated steel cables on the Ultimate frame
1. Let the cable hang loose and make sure it
is not twisted.

2. Take the carabiner on the loose end
and attach it to the chain link on the leg
without twisting the steel cable.
If any of the cables is twisted the
wing of the trampoline will end up
crooked!
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3. Continue the setup of the trampoline.
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3. Assembly instructions for coverall frame pads
•
•
•

Set up the trampoline. Hook in springs, black belt and jumping bed.
Mount the spring clips at upper frame (s. figure 2)
Stick white Velcro on the flat surface of the frame (s. figure 1)

Figure 1: red marked area to show where Velcro needs to be sticked on
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Mounting of the spring clip at upper frame

Figure 2
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Order:
• front pieces (2 & 3)
• corner pieces (4 & 5)
• centre pieces (6 & 7)
Sequence:
• Attach the first front piece (fleece on Velcro) onto the frame, IMPORTANT: Please make sure that it is
exactly in the middle of the side! Then connect the bottom of the coverall frame pad with the black belt
by using the straps
• Go on like this with the second front piece, then corner pieces and finally centre pieces
• Connect all cover sections with each other (partially accessible from below)
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4. Stowage 50 mm frame padding
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5. Attaching the safety platforms on the Ultimate frame
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